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This study uses the lens of Communication Privacy Management theory to analyze the 
impact an instructor’s depth of disclosure of their mental illness can have on mental illness 
stigmatization, classroom climate, as well as teacher credibility, homophily, and social attraction. 
Participants responded to a series of quantitative-based questions regarding a hypothetical 
syllabus with varied levels of a teacher disclosing their mental illness. Results indicated that 
none of the investigated dependent variables were negatively affected by the hypothetical 
instructor’s disclosure, and mental illness stigmatization was lessened. Implications, limitations, 
and areas for future research are discussed. 
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 1 
CHAPTER I:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Mental health and mental illness have gained prominence in national conversations in the 
past few years, notably in the classroom setting (Goldman, 2018; Rudick & Dannels, 2018; 
Simonds & Hooker, 2018; Smith & Applegate, 2018). Although several scholars have examined 
students’ disclosure of their mental illness in the classroom (Brown, Moloney, & Brown, 2018; 
Corrigan et al., 2016; Simonds & Hooker, 2018), what is lacking is inquiry addressing this type 
of disclosure from teachers. As Dr. Joshua Gordon, director of the National Institute of Mental 
Health, aptly articulated:  
There is power in numbers. Mental illnesses affect tens of millions of people in the 
United States and across the globe each year. Each of these individuals has a singular, 
compelling story that conveys an understanding of the depth of suffering. (National 
Institute of Mental Health, 2018, para. 2) 
There are currently thousands of teachers living with a mental illness, and they are in an ideal 
position, with their firsthand experience, to start the next wave of this discourse. However, 
before beginning this conversation, it is crucial to understand the potential risks that these 
disclosures may have on students’ perceptions of teachers and the resulting classroom outcomes.  
This study uses the lens of Communication Privacy Management theory (CPM) to 
analyze the impact an instructor’s depth of disclosure of their mental illness can have on mental 
illness percpetions, classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social attraction. Past 
studies on these variables have largely failed to examine disclosures of a mental illness from 
teachers’ perspectives, and, since these variables are often investigated within the realm of 
instructional communication research, it is necessary to understand their role amid this 
discussion. Discussing and disclosing one’s mental health state lies at the very heart of authentic, 
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productive student-teacher communication. The current study aims to address this lack of 
research and to uncover students’ perceptions of teachers who employ this vulnerable type of 
disclosure. Further, studies have shown that students who choose to conceal their mental health 
issues tended to not receive the help and resources they need, eventually experiencing a negative 
shift in their academic status (Meluch & Starcher, 2020). Should these students’ teachers choose 
to disclose their mental health issues within the classroom setting, a new hope may emerge for 
these students who have fallen silent over the years because of these role models’ disclosure. 
Moreover, this research explores possible avenues through which tangible action can be taken to 
continue combatting, and ideally end, the overall stigmatization toward those living with mental 
illness. 
As of 2018, 47.6 million U.S. adults live with some form of mental illness (Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2019). Scholars and activists from multiple 
fields have recently focused their attention on mental health and mental illness, opening 
opportunities for a richer understanding of these topics (Berry et al., 2017; Chakravorti, Law, 
Gemmel, & Raicu, 2018; Perry & Pescosolido, 2015; U.S. Department of Health & Human 
Services, 2019a). For the purposes of this study, it is important to define both mental health and 
mental illness. Smith and Applegate (2018) make the distinction between the two terms, 
emphasizing that the terms’ definitions can overlap, but they should operate as separate entities. 
Mental health can be seen as an overarching category that is able include mental illness, and a 
person’s mental health is often affected by the state of their mental illness; but, they are still 
separate concepts. This study operationalizes mental health as the culmination of our emotional, 
psychological, and social well-being (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2019b), 
which is “the result of personal characteristics (e.g., the ability to manage emotions) as well as 
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biological, pharmaceutical, social, economic, and environmental factors” (Smith & Applegate, 
2018, p. 383). Additionally, this study coincides with the Fifth Edition of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ (DSM-V) definition for mental illnesses or disorders. 
Henceforth, this study will refer to the following definition when discussing mental illnesses or 
disorders: “a behavioral or psychological syndrome or pattern that occurs in an individual,” 
where the consequences of such illness include “clinically significant distress (e.g., a painful 
symptom) or disability (i.e., impairment in one or more important areas of functioning)” (Stein et 
al., 2010, p. 9).  
Many of these discussions are occurring in classrooms across the country, suggesting the 
importance of such teacher-student conversations (Barile, n.d.; Meluch & Starcher, 2020; U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services, 2019a; University of Michigan Depression Center, 
2019). Considering that educational institutions employ the greatest number of people over the 
age of 55 when compared to other professions in the general labor force, a generation of teachers 
will be retiring soon (Bureau of Census for the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). A new wave of 
mental health-literate individuals will soon be taking these retirees’ places in education, making 
it imperative that scholars explore how a new generation of teachers can change the educational 
landscape with their mental illness experiences. 
Mental Health and Mental Illness 
 Approximately one out of every five adults in the United States currently has some form 
of mental illness (National Institute of Mental Health, 2019). Communication scholars have 
recently begun nationwide conversations to reduce the stigma associated with mental health and 
mental illness (Hall & Miller-Ott, 2020; Kreps, 2020; Meluch & Starcher, 2020). Research has 
addressed various subject areas directly tied to mental health issues; some foci include analyses 
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of healthcare systems (Flood-Grady, Kellas, & Chernin, 2020; Hagmajer & Strekalova, 2020; 
Kreps, 2020), family communication (Craig & Moore 2020; Curran & Scharp; 2020; Smith-
Frigerio, 2020), media portrayals (Hoffner, 2020; McLemore, 2020), the military (Samp & 
Cohen, 2020), romantic relationships (Delaney & Basinger, 2020), marginalized groups and 
advocacy (Ball & Strekalova, 2020; Kreps, 2020; Piercy & Zanin, 2020), as well as the college 
classroom (Meluch & Starcher, 2020). Still, many have argued that this knowledge needs to be 
significantly expanded (Goldman, 2018; Hall & Miller-Ott, 2020; Rudick & Dannels, 2018; 
Simonds & Hooker, 2018; Smith & Applegate, 2018). Furthermore, discourses regarding both 
mental health and mental illnesses have addressed the denigrating stigmatization that surrounds 
these issues. 
Stigmatizations of Mental Illness  
As Kreps (2020) posited, “social stigma is a primary factor inhibiting discussion about 
mental health concerns” (pp. 14). Academics have attempted to define stigmatization, or stigma, 
within mental health and illness discourse (e.g., Hatzenbuehler, Phelan, & Link, 2013; Smith, 
2007; Smith & Applegate, 2018). For the purposes of this study, mental illness-related stigma 
will be operationalized as “the co-occurrence of labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss, 
and discrimination” against those with a mental illness (Hatzenbuehler et al., 2013, p. 813). This 
stigma can manifest both externally (or through public means) and internally, as the effects of 
stigma often negatively affect a mentally ill individual’s sense of self and identity (Rüsch, 
Angermeyer, & Corrigan, 2005). Adverse effects also occur when mentally ill people are 
stigmatized, including a reluctance to seek help or treatment, a lack of understanding from 
others, fewer opportunities for professional and social activities, bullying, physical violence, and 
harassment (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2017). As Smith and Applegate (2018) aptly summarized, mental 
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illnesses come with heavy baggage, since those with a mental illness must cope with greater rates 
of disability and death than those who are neurotypical. They further noted that individuals with 
low-to-moderate, positive senses of mental health, regardless of having a mental illness, tended 
to “have worse physical health outcomes, health care utilization, missed days of work, and 
psychosocial functioning” (Smith & Applegate, 2018, p. 387). Scholars have inferred that 
stigmas are what foster these negative outcomes and create barriers for those with a mental 
illness, depleting “instrumental, social, and economic resources” for those struggling (Smith & 
Applegate, 2018, p. 382). For example, K-12 students reported that it was this stigma that 
prevented them from accessing mental health services at their school (Bowers, Manion, 
Papadopoulos, & Gauvreau, 2013).  
Combatting the Stigma 
Scholars have highlighted various efforts that debunk, prevent, and eradicate these 
stigmas surrounding mental illnesses (Corrigan et al., 2012; Corrigan et al. 2016; Eisenberg, 
Downs, Golberstein, & Zivin, 2009; Goldman, 2018). Since stigma “often leads to stereotyping 
and limit[s] knowledge about the best ways to interact with and help persons with mental health 
problems” (Kreps, 2020, pp. 16), previous efforts focused on correcting inaccurate labels about 
mental illness and providing realistic, factual information (Corrigan et al., 2012). For example, 
Rüsch et al. (2005) offered specific strategies for combatting deeply rooted, negative stigmas, 
underlining forms of education, protest, and direct contact as best practices. Yet, Smith and 
Applegate (2018) attested that educational settings are primed “to create new stigmas, bolster 
existing ones, or help eliminate them or reduce their power” (p. 383). Although, they argued that 
the most effective way to end these stigmas is through in-person interventions, clarifying that 
these “contact interventions are not simply about spending time with others (e.g., inclusive 
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classrooms or mainstreaming in K12 settings) but about interventions in which someone 
discloses their experiences of living with mental health issues” (p. 389). However, while these 
interventions foster mental health and illness literacy within the physical classroom itself, they 
fail to address instances of combatting stigma prior to entering or simply outside of the 
classroom (e.g., in out-of-class communication, course documents, etc.). 
While efforts clearly have been underway to mitigate existing stigmas, the National 
Alliance on Mental Health (2012) reported that 64% of student drop-outs blamed their mental 
illness for their departure. This statistic, although dated, emphasizes a need to initiate these 
conversations with students in an attempt to foster understanding instead of frustration with all 
involved parties. Stigmatization can be reduced in the classroom setting, and, with positive 
outcomes reported from mental illness discourse, it is clearly an influential and effective place to 
have these conversations (Šouláková, Kasal, Butzer, & Winkler, 2019). For instance, Doll, 
Nastasi, Cornell, and Song (2017) stressed a number of effective practices for addressing mental 
health in school-based settings, with some benefits including better access to mental health and 
accommodation services, promoting universal comfortability, and reducing current 
stigmatizations. Thus, classroom settings, both in and out of the actual classroom, are uniquely 
positioned to prime both teachers and students to discuss mental health and mental illness 
comfortably and productively.  
Disclosure in the Classroom 
Students’ mental health should be a growing concern for educators and advocates 
(Goldman, 2018; Simonds & Hooker, 2018). Classrooms in higher education offer a unique 
setting in which to understand mental health and mental illness, while simultaneously offering a 
safe space for individuals to potentially disclose their own issues with mental health and mental 
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illness. In terms of student disclosure, research has indicated that white individuals generally 
disclose more than from those who are not white, likely due to the higher stigma that is prevalent 
in communities of color (Abdullah & Brown, 2011; Kreps, 2020). Thus, much of the existing 
research is likely skewed to be more representative of white individuals’ experiences. Research 
on mental illness disclosure in the classroom setting specifically has discussed student disclosure 
at length (Brown et al., 2018; Corrigan et al., 2016; Eisenberg et al., 2009; Eisenberg, Hunt, & 
Speer, 2013; Kranke, Jackson, Taylor, Anderson-Fye, & Floersch, 2013; Wood et al., 2014). 
Reports indicated that only 50% of college students disclosed their mental health condition to 
their teachers, suggesting that half of this population is suffering in silence (The National 
Alliance on Mental Health, 2012). This reluctance to disclose could be explained in part by 
Moses’ (2010) study, in which they found that adolescents who disclosed their mental health 
issues experienced stigmatization from some of their peers, teachers, and school staff. 
Considering that roughly one-in-four U.S. students claimed that their mental health issues have 
interfered in the classroom, there is a need to analyze and intervene in the classroom with mental 
health and mental illness-related situations to help students who are struggling (Roeser & Eccles, 
2014). One way to study this disclosure is with a foundational understanding of Communication 
Privacy Management (CPM). 
Communication Privacy Management Theory 
CPM was initially positioned by Petronio (2002) as a dialectical theory in which “people 
make choices about revealing or concealing based on criteria and conditions they perceive as 
salient, and that individuals fundamentally believe they have a right to own and regulate access 
to their private information” (pp. 2). CPM revolved around the concept of disclosure and whether 
an individual should choose to do so in various contexts. Petronio made a point to distinguish 
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self-disclosure from private disclosure, where self-disclosure originally focused on the individual 
who was disclosing. Private disclosures, and, eventually CPM in general, looked 
comprehensively at the contextual levels involved and took into account how all individuals are 
affected by the disclosed information. However, private disclosure can still involve analyzing 
self-disclosure, just more holistically. CPM was traditionally approached with a three-prong 
framework through which privacy rules were implemented. This process included a contextual 
development of privacy rules, creating personal and collective boundaries for private 
information, and preparing for potential, and likely, violations of these boundaries (Petronio, 
2002).  
Petronio (2013) recently provided an update with advancements to the overall theory, 
noting, “CPM theory continues to depend on a privacy boundary structure to illustrate where 
private information resides as well as the way information is regulated and adheres to a 
dialectical framework” (p. 8). She highlights three primary elements that collaborate to create the 
overarching system that is CPM. First, she addresses privacy ownership, which is where privacy 
boundaries are defined, thus making information private. Petronio furthers that this ownership 
subsequently can either be restricted or shared with others, emphasizing the relational aspects of 
CPM. The second element in the CPM process is identified as privacy control, which is said to 
symbolize “the engine that regulates conditions of granting and denying access to private 
information” (Petronio, 2013, p. 9). Lastly, Petronio describes privacy turbulence, wherein 
privacy regulation can be disrupted or completely break down. All three of these elements 
contribute to the process of managing one’s privacy in varying degrees and contribute to 
scholarly understandings of related behaviors and decisions. 
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Petronio (2013) also elaborates on eight axioms that are involved in CPM, all 
emphasizing “predictions for the way people enact their management of private information” (p. 
8). While these axioms are not particularly necessary for the purposes of this study, as it focuses 
more on outside perceptions of disclosure rather than ways individuals manage disclosure 
themselves, Axiom #7 of CPM reminds that “collective privacy boundaries are regulated through 
decisions about who else may become privy, how much others inside and outside the collective 
boundary may know, and rights to disclose the information,” again emphasizing the relational  
importance of CPM (Petronio, 2013, p. 11).  
 While there are benefits to disclosing one’s private information, such as stronger relations 
among individuals, Petronio (2002) also claimed that there are many risks involved with this act. 
She identified what she deemed as “role risks,” or risks “that have the potential to jeopardize our 
standing if we disclose private information” (Petronio, 2002, pp. 71). Depending on the standing 
of the discloser, disclosure could potentially affect either the student’s or teacher’s reputation. 
Risks of stigmatization are an additional factor to consider when disclosing private information 
because one may hold back from disclosing if they fear being discredited or dismissed. 
 CPM has been used in a variety of research contexts over the years, including studies of 
CPM’s roles in the workplace (Helens-Hart, 2017) and social networking (Imlawi & Gregg, 
2014). Of note, the classroom provided a useful context for CPM to be heavily analyzed. 
Multiple studies using CPM have analyzed students’ navigations of various disclosure in the 
classroom (Henningsen, Valde, Entzminger, Dick, & Wilcher, 2019; Johnsen, Robinson, & 
Luckasen, 2017; Nodulman, 2011; Price, Carmack, & Kuang, 2020; Wright, 2013). On the other 
side of the classroom, teachers’ disclosures specifically within the classroom have also been of 
interest to researchers (Goodboy, Carton, Goldman, Gozanski, Tyler, & Johnson,  2014; Hosek 
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& Thompson, 2009; Kaufmann & Lane, 2014; McKenna-Buchanan, Munz, & Rudnick, 2015; 
Schrodt, 2013). In particular, Song, Kim, and Park’s (2019) findings noted that a teacher’s social 
presence mediated a teacher’s self-disclosure and the teacher-student relationship, prompting 
further investigation on the impacts that specific types of instructors’ self-disclosure can have on 
this vital classroom relationship. 
Instructor Self-Disclosure 
Meluch and Starcher (2020) remind that “instructors struggling with a stigmatized mental 
illness, such as a depression, may feel the need to effectively manage their private information 
regarding their illness in order to be seen as credible among students in the classroom setting” 
(pp. 151). However, McBride and Wahl (2005) claimed that the best teachers have used 
“narratives and self-disclosures when it was relevant to course content” to advance the class (p. 
15). Thus, many teachers have attempted to use disclosure in the classroom, as students tended to 
appreciate instructors’ self-disclosure as a way of getting to personally know them (Martin, 
Myers, & Mottet, 1999).  
Studies regarding instructor self-disclosure have largely concentrated on ways to 
appropriately and efficiently disclose in classroom settings (Cayanus, 2004; Cayanus & Martin, 
2008; Hosek & Presley, 2018; Hosek & Thompson, 2009; Kaufmann, 2011; McBride & Wahl, 
2005; McKenna-Buchanan et al., 2015; Minger, 2004; Sorensen, 1989; Wiedenhoeft, 2007). 
Investigations of teachers’ self-disclosure to their students have resulted in studies ranging from 
women of color’s disclosure of their age (Smith-Tran, 2019) to alcohol-use disclosure (Brophy, 
2018). Studies in this field have also analyzed the disclosure of instructors’ nonheteronormative 
sexual orientations (Allen, 1995; Boren & McPherson, 2018; Bower-Phipps, 2017; Coker & 
Cain, 2018; Corrigan & Matthews, 2003; Cramer, 1997; Liddle, 1997; McKenna-Buchanan et 
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al., 2015; Orlov & Allen, 2014; Rudnick, 2012; Russ, Simonds, & Hunt, 2002; Wells, 2017); 
notably, many of these studies emphasize the importance of cultivating classrooms in which an 
instructor has the ability to disclose something as personal as their sexual orientation in order to 
help both students and themselves. This is especially significant as non-neurologically normative 
disclosures are comparable in this instance and pose similar risks. 
Analyses of instructors’ disclosures in the classroom have historically had mixed results, 
as some of the following studies indicate. Sidelinger, Nyeste, Madlock, Pollak, and Wilkinson 
(2015) investigated instructors’ general self-disclosure in order to see if it had a positive or 
negative impact on students. Overall, they found that inappropriateness and excessive disclosure 
made students less satisfied with their instructors’ communication (Sidelinger et al., 2015). 
Borzea and Goodboy (2016) found similar results regarding perceived instructor misbehaviors 
through their disclosure. Alternatively, Lannutti and Strauman (2006) conducted a study on 
teacher self-disclosure, finding that intentionality, honesty, and positivity produced more positive 
assessments of the instructor, suggesting optimistic outcomes when instructors disclose. Cayanus 
and Martin (2008) found heightened student-experiences in the classroom when a teacher’s self-
disclosure had significant relevancy and valency. Similarly, Schrodt (2013) deduced that 
elevated perceptions of instructor self-disclosure were directly related to student comfortability, 
content relevance, and disclosure appropriateness. Mazer, Murphy, and Simonds (2009) also 
conducted research investigating the effects of teacher self-disclosure through computer-
mediated communication (CMC); this study uncovered positive correlations among CMC 
disclosure and student motivation, affective learning, and classroom climate. In sum, instructors 
need to find a balance that simultaneously maintains their own privacy and creates a certain level 
of openness and immediacy with their students (McBride & Wahl, 2005). This body of literature 
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warrants an updated examination and clarification to see how students currently view teachers’ 
use of self-disclosure, specifically in the realm of mental health. 
Instructor Disclosure of Mental Illness 
There is currently scant and varied research that investigates instructors’ disclosure of a 
mental illness in the classroom and the role risks that may be associated with doing so. In 2018 
alone, there were 1.5 million teachers with a mental illness who, to this day, have gone under-
noticed and under-researched (American Psychiatric Association, 2018; Bureau of Census for the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). Moreover, 58% of educators have also stated that their general 
mental health was in a poor state (Toppo, 2017). Not only do those who live with these mental 
illnesses have to overcome the barriers put in place by their condition, but they also must combat 
misconceptions that society places on their illness. Additionally, mentally ill instructors must 
deal with the cumbersome weight of maintaining their stature inside and out of the classroom to 
avoid role risks. Since Smith and Applegate (2018) argued that “communication is implicitly 
needed to achieve [good] mental health,” those who need to talk about their problems should aim 
to do so in order to promote their mental well-being (p. 389).  
There are a number of instructors who have taken this step, with little research that 
analyzes the impact of their disclosure. The research that does exist explored how mentally ill 
college and university faculty were able to disclose some of their struggles. This research tended 
to target graduate students’ experiences, as well as faculty-based perceptions of the benefits and 
costs of disclosing mental health issues (Levecque, Anseel, Beukelaer, Van der Heyden, & Gisle, 
2017; Meluch & Starcher, 2020; Price & Kerschbaum, 2017; Reevy & Deason, 2014). Price, 
Salzer, O’Shea, and Kerschbaum (2017) found that, among the 20% of participants that willingly 
disclosed to their students, there were more positive outcomes than neutral or negative ones; 
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although, the results of this study are limited, as they did not analyze the disclosures’ direct 
impacts and are a result of naïve quantification that lacks a clearly identified methodology. This 
vague, exploratory nature warrants more targeted, empirical analyses. In addition, Renuka 
Uthappa (2018) delved into a hypothetical, auto-ethnographical self-analysis, in which she 
discussed the positive possibilities that could come from disclosing her mental disability to her 
students (e.g., helping to end its stigma) and offered a lesson plan for how she should have gone 
about disclosing to her students. In another auto-ethnographical approach, Campbell (2018) 
broke down her own disclosure of mental illness in the classroom, insinuating that such 
disclosure was a valuable tool for classroom educators that should be more widely implemented. 
On the other hand, White (2007) directly analyzed the positive and negative potentials of an 
instructor disclosing their mental illness, finding that these individuals did fear disclosing, but 
also wished to disclose in spite of their fears and existing stigma. White emphasized that this 
disclosure often “makes it easier for [students] to understand that the mentally ill are all around 
us, that we are not to be feared, that treatment can work, and that career and success in life are 
indeed possible” (White, 2007, p. 141). While these findings help to expand the knowledge 
regarding instructors’ disclosure of mental illness, they are quite limited in scope being that they 
solely focus on the field of social work. 
One recent publication that mirrored aspects of this study concerned instructor disclosure 
of communication apprehension in the classroom. Meluch, Feehan, and Starcher (2019) 
investigated how students’ perceptions of an instructor’s credibility were affected in the public 
speaking classroom after their instructor disclosed that they were communicatively apprehensive. 
The study also explored how this disclosure was beneficial to students who were experiencing 
similar public speaking-related nervousness. For reference, communication apprehension refers 
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to a person’s level of fear or anxiety from either real or anticipated communication with another 
person (McCroskey, 1977). Meluch et al. (2019) indicated that teachers who disclosed their 
communication apprehension were viewed as more competent by their students, as this made 
them see their instructors as a vital resource to help students overcome their own public speaking 
fears. Communication apprehension has close ties to mental health and mental illness, and “to 
better address mental health in public speaking courses, it is important to conceptually 
understand the overlaps and distinctions” among public speaking anxiety, social anxiety 
disorder, and generalized anxiety disorder (Simonds and Hooker, 2018, p. 395). As Bodie (2010) 
articulated, public speaking anxiety is a particular type of anxiety that is both part of, and distinct 
from, communication apprehension that is addressed in public speaking courses. He clarified that 
public speaking anxiety is a specific type of communication-based anxiety wherein individuals 
can experience “physiological arousal,” “negative self-focused cognitions,” and “behavioral 
concomitants,” all in response to a presentation (Bodie, 2010, p. 71). The similarities of these 
concepts and the current study’s variables could suggest comparable outcomes for similar 
situations of disclosure in the classroom setting. As the limited, previously highlighted research 
also indicates, direct effects of instructors’ disclosure of mental illness warrants more attention. 
Notably, Meluch and Starcher (2020) attempted to bridge this gap in research by 
specifically analyzing how an instructor’s disclosure of their depression in the classroom can 
directly affect their credibility as a teacher. Utilizing hypothetical behavior-based scenarios, 
differentiated by disclosure and gender, and open-ended questions, the study also investigated 
how, if at all, this type of disclosure could benefit the students that heard it. The qualitative 
results of the study found that students tended to view their instructors who disclosed their 
depressive state “as more understanding and able to relate more to student experiences,” thus 
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reducing stigmatization and supporting students who also had mental health issues (pp. 158). 
However, the quantitative data suggests that this type of instructor self-disclosure actually 
lessens their credibility as a teacher, indicating that some students still want some privacy 
boundaries in place with their teachers. This study seeks to clarify and further investigate some 
of Meluch and Starcher’s results, as their findings were sometimes contradictory; the same can 
also be said for all of the aforementioned studies, as the results varied. Along with an analysis of 
these classroom-specific disclosures, an investigation on the environment itself is warranted to 
understand the full contextual impact of these disclosures. 
Classroom Climate 
 One classroom-centric concept that is often investigated in teacher-student environments 
and interactions is the classroom climate, which has been studied for years in the communication 
and educational fields (Fraser, 1994, 1998, 1999, 2012). As Fraser (1998) noted, “few fields in 
education can boast the existence of such a rich array of validated and robust instruments which 
have been used in so many research applications” (p. 8). In essence, a classroom’s climate (or 
learning environment), is the “characteristics of the environment inside the classroom that are 
perceived” (López et al., 2018, p. 408). Rowe, Kim, Baker, Kamphaus, and Horne (2010) 
summarized that this research has typically investigated variables often occurring within the 
classroom’s climate, such as student motivation, engagement, and achievement. Fraser (1999) 
also found that classroom climate heavily influenced students’ achievements in the classroom, 
affecting coherence, goals, and organization. In short, classroom climate has a significant 
influence on students’ well-being and success in the classroom and warrants further research. 
While some of the previously mentioned studies address the positive affects instructor disclosure 
has had on a classroom (e.g., Mazer et al., 2009), no contextualized research currently exists that 
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addresses the impacts an instructor’s disclosure of mental illness can have on a classroom’s 
climate. 
First Day of Class 
A principal element to establishing a positive classroom climate is the first day of class. 
For both teachers and students, this day provides integral introductions to many of the 
anticipations and opportunities expected from the classroom setting (Curtis & Moore, 2018; 
Gross Davis, 2009; Robinson, 2019). Hayward (2003) implied that teachers have much of the 
control when it comes to establishing and implementing expectations on this first day. It is 
surmised that these earlier interactions with teachers often influence students’ expectations and 
the class’ tone for the entirety of the course (Henslee, Burgess, & Buskist, 2006; Horan, Houser, 
Goodboy, & Frymier, 2011). Instructors often utilize this time to set the ground rules for their 
classroom and discuss the specifics for their class standards. However, Goldman (2018) argued 
that this is a pivotal moment in which teachers can, and should, discuss other considerations that 
may influence their students’ experiences in the classroom, such as their mental health. 
The Syllabus 
Along with the first day of class, the syllabus plays a crucial role in establishing 
classroom expectations and norms in a more concrete form. Palmer, Wheeler, and Aneece (2016) 
roughly defined the syllabus as the following: 
The syllabus is a physical artifact outlining key structural elements of a course. It often 
serves contractual, record keeping, and/or communication functions. It is the place where 
faculty describe what content they will cover, what books and articles their students will 
read, the assignments they will complete, dates when things are due, and all the policies 
and rules that are supposed to keep everyone happy and out of trouble. (p. 37) 
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Instructors have attempted to address the role of the syllabus over the years, only to find mixed 
conclusions for how to approach one (Jabbar & Hussain, 2017; Jenkins, Bugeja, & Barber, 2014; 
Leeds, 1992; Palmer et al., 2016; Parkes & Harris, 2002). Leeds (1992) attested that it is through 
the syllabus, and in the classroom, that students sought to discover what their instructor’s 
expectations are, being that “the more knowledge the students possess concerning the 
relationship between themselves and the instructor, the more relaxed and comfortable they will 
be” in the class (p. 4). Jenkins et al. (2014) noted that course syllabi act as a source from which 
limited information is obtained by students to form impressions about the instructor. Parkes and 
Harris (2002) added that the syllabus displays the instructor’s attitude toward the class and its 
subject matter, giving students the opportunity to use this document as a guide for the class and, 
potentially, the instructor, as well. Furthermore, the document holds a significant, foundational 
influence on classroom expectations and impressions, suggesting it may be a chief vessel in 
establishing acceptance and productive discourse about mental health and mental illness. Parkes 
and Harris also noted that a syllabus ideally should aim to mention the certain rights, 
responsibilities, and available accommodations for students with disabilities. With all of these 
safeguards in place for students with disabilities, it seems fitting for instructors to use the 
syllabus in a similar fashion to address their past and present mental health situations. As there 
are currently too few studies that investigate a teacher’s disclosure of any matter within the 
syllabus, the importance of the syllabus suggests further investigation into its usage with the 
subjects of disclosure and mental health. Moreover, the question also remains if disclosing a 
mental illness will pose a risk to instructor credibility. 
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Instructor Credibility 
Since Myers (2001) argued that teacher credibility is vital for students to learn 
effectively, an analysis of an instructor’s credibility in the classroom is warranted with this topic. 
Credibility has been defined as one’s attitude toward the image held by a communicator at a 
given time (Andersen & Clevenger, 1963; McCroskey & Young, 1981). Perceived instructor 
credibility is vital to both instructors and their students, as these situations have garnered higher 
learning, satisfaction, and evaluations (Obermiller, Ruppert, & Atwood, 2012). Furthermore, 
teacher credibility has often been studied in tandem with other aspects of the classroom, like 
teacher immediacy (Gilchrist-Petty, 2017; Mazer & Stowe, 2016; Teven & Hanson, 2004; 
Thweatt & McCroskey, 1998) and affective learning (Banfield, Richmond, & McCroskey, 2006; 
de Boer & Bordoloi, 2018; Fisher Clune, 2009; Ledbetter & Finn, 2018; Teven, 2007). While 
many of these studies explored how teachers establish their credibility, few have examined how 
teacher credibility may be compromised using CPM, specifically examining the role risks of 
certain disclosures (e.g., the disclosure of mental illness). 
Teacher credibility is often rooted in Aristotle’s discussion of ethos, which is comprised 
of a person’s intelligence, character, and goodwill (Teven & McCroskey, 1997). The concept of 
goodwill was later adapted to be more focused on a person’s perceived level of caring about an 
individual and then further broken down into three sublevels that encapsulate the ways in which 
a person can achieve credibility: empathy, understanding, and responsiveness (Teven & 
McCroskey, 1997). McCroskey and Young (1981) added that credibility could also be comprised 
of competence, character, sociability, extroversion, and composure.  
Few studies have investigated the impacts that teacher self-disclosure may have on their 
credibility with students. The aforementioned study by Mazer et al. (2009), regarding instructor 
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self-disclosure through CMC, found “that when a teacher self-discloses certain information, such 
as personal pictures, messages from friends and family, and opinions on certain topics, students 
might perceive similarities between themselves and the instructor” (p. 180). The study also 
revealed a positive correlation between a teacher’s self-disclosure and credibility, paving a road 
for future research to further investigate the relationship between instructors’ self-disclosure and 
teacher credibility (Mazer et al., 2009). Wang, Novak, Scofield-Snow, Traylor, and Zhou (2015) 
conducted a similar study in which the results were more varied. Specifically, they found a 
gendered bias in the disclosure’s impact, where a male teacher’s self-disclosure negatively 
impacted their credibility, but a female teacher’s credibility was not affected (Wang et al., 2015). 
Gilchrist-Petty (2017) reminded that “credibility is fluid, situationally dependent, and not 
automatically given,” and many teachers are rightfully concerned about creating and preserving 
their credibility in the classroom (p. 49). Notably, a recent study found that instructors actually 
established their credibility through self-disclosure, but only when effectively disclosing 
information relevant to the students and the course’s material (Myers, Brann, & Members of 
Comm 600, 2009). These results give a hopeful outlook in this field, with students indicating that 
they want instructors to continue disclosing in future instances. Additional studies have also 
investigated the relationship between students’ perceptions of teacher credibility and instructor 
disclosures with mixed results (Imlawi, Gregg, & Karimi, 2015; Klebig, Goldonowicz, Mendes, 
Miller, & Katt, 2016; Miller, Katt, Brown, & Sivo, 2014). This suggests a need to investigate 
specific types of teacher self-disclosure and their impacts on a teacher’s credibility, as it has 
become a prominent facet of the classroom experience, and variations in levels of disclosure can 
have significant impacts that are varied. Furthermore, with such a wide variation in existing 
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analyses of credibility, more research is warranted to clarify whether certain disclosures may 
provide specific role risks for the instructor in this field.  
Instructor-Student Relationship 
In addition to establishing and maintaining their stature in the classroom, teachers must 
also form positive relationships with their students (Hosek & Thompson, 2009). Scholars have 
attempted to articulate the nuances of the teacher-student relationship, generally concluding that 
it is vastly complex and constantly evolving (Docan-Morgan, 2011; Frymier & Houser, 2000; 
Gilchrist-Petty, 2017). Gilchrist-Petty (2017) aptly identified many of the key variables integral 
to the teacher-student relationship, including credibility, race, and sex. Teven (2001) argued that 
teachers and students must develop positive relationships as these often determine the students’ 
performance and levels of interest in the classroom. In light of these findings, the student-teacher 
relationship is one that demands further investigation. One facet of this relationship that has had 
a fair amount of exposure in academic studies is homophily. 
Homophily 
While there is an inherent power dynamic that exists in the teacher-student relationship, it 
is still possible for a unique level of closeness to emerge. Homophily is simply defined as 
“source-receiver similarity” (McCroskey, Richmond, & Daly, 1975, p. 323). A more fleshed out 
definition described homophily as the idea that “contact between similar people occurs at a 
higher rate than among dissimilar people” (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001, p. 416). 
Homophily often specifically investigates levels of attitude, morality, appearance, and 
background, as these variables tend to appropriately encapsulate how individuals can judge their 
similarities with another person (McCroskey et al., 1975). Much existing research highlighted 
the role homophily plays in classroom friendships, often addressing factors that tended to 
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influence these friendships, like race and gender (Daw, Margolis, & Verdery, 2015; Echols & 
Graham, 2013; Jugert et al., 2017; Jugert, Leszczensky, & Pink, 2018; Mamas, Daly, Struyve, 
Kaimi, & Michail, 2019; McCormick, Cappella, Hughes & Gallagher, 2015; Mollica, Gray, & 
Treviño, 2003; Smirnov & Thurner, 2017). Most of these studies have found that high levels of 
homophily indicated positive, strong relationships among individuals. Other variables have been 
investigated with homophily, specifically in relation to students’ perceptions of their instructors, 
including humor (West & Martin, 2019), teacher immediacy (Miller et al., 2014; Powell, 
Hamilton, Hickson III, & Stuckey, 2001; Rocca & McCroskey, 1999), and fashion choice 
(Gorham, Cohen, & Morris, 1997; Morris, Gorham, Cohen, & Huffman, 1996).  
Rocca and McCroskey’s (1999) study found that high teacher immediacy, a way in which 
to reduce relational distance between teachers and students, resulted in high levels of homophily 
and social attraction. It is suggested, then, that other ways of closing this relational gap could 
have similar results. And, with the sole homophily studies that investigated mental illness in the 
communication field regarding both CMC (Wright, 2000) and health communication (Quintero 
Johnson, Yilmaz, & Najarian, 2017), an investigation into other communication fields is needed 
to further understand homophily’s effects, especially since mental illness disclosure from 
instructors could lead to perceptions of greater homophily with students who have had similar 
struggles. Likewise, the same could be said for studies of social attraction. 
Social Attraction 
Social attraction falls under the category of interpersonal attraction, which has 
historically been used to examine various interpersonal, communicative instances, particularly as 
a cause and effect of communication (Berscheid & Hatfield Walster, 1969). The three facets that 
have traditionally been studied in interpersonal attraction include task attraction, social 
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attraction, and physical attraction (McCroskey & McCain, 1974). Significantly, McCroskey and 
McCain concluded that interpersonal attraction, influence, and willingness to communicate were 
all positively correlated with one another. Furthermore, Weiss and Houser (2007) conducted one 
of the few studies that dove into the relationship among instructors, students, and interpersonal 
attraction. They ultimately found a positive connection among all three facets of interpersonal 
attraction (i.e., task, social, and physical) and students’ desire to communicate for relational and 
participatory purposes. In applying this interpersonal framework to a classroom setting, one can 
conclude that students could be more influenced and willing to communicate with their teacher 
should they be attracted to the teacher under these standards. This influence could even extend to 
mental health and mental illness discussions in the classroom, with this willingness to 
communicate possibly creating a framework for more open communication regarding these 
issues. With so few current studies analyzing interpersonal attraction in the classroom and the 
evident, direct relationship between interpersonal attraction and mental illness, a further 
investigation into the impacts of this study’s variables on teacher-student interpersonal attraction 
is warranted. 
Research Questions 
This study aims to explore instructor self-disclosure of mental illness to investigate the 
stigma surrounding mental illness. Being that this stigma has persisted for some time, it is 
expected to seep into the classroom setting, either from students or their instructors. Smith and 
Applegate (2018) argued that instructors who choose to disclose a mental illness intentionally 
raise the stakes for their role as a teacher, especially since “anticipating and experiencing these 
acts affect how people function in society as a whole and in education settings specifically” (p. 
382). Further, Wood, Bolner, and Gathier’s (2014) study regarding self-disclosure in the 
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classroom posited that “educators must help facilitate the class discussion through the discomfort 
that may emerge from mental health self-disclosures” (p. 90). Numerous studies have already 
investigated some of the previously mentioned variables, such as teacher credibility, 
attractiveness, and homophily (Myers & Huebner, 2011), as well as interpersonal attraction 
(Rocca & McCroskey, 1999). But, further analysis is warranted to analyze how an instructor’s 
disclosure of their mental illness through the syllabus could directly impact student perceptions 
of mental illness, the classroom climate, and the teacher’s credibility, homophily, and social 
attraction. This study aims to analyze the effects this direct disclosure will have in the classroom 
and will address the following research questions: 
RQ1: Does an instructor’s level of disclosure of mental illness in a class syllabus alter 
students’ perceptions of mental illness? 
RQ2: Does an instructor’s level of disclosure of mental illness in a class syllabus alter 
students’ perceptions of their anticipated classroom climate? 
RQ3: Does an instructor’s level of disclosure of mental illness in a class syllabus alter 
students’ perceptions of credibility of their instructor? 
RQ4: Does an instructor’s level of disclosure of mental illness in a class syllabus alter 
students’ perceptions of homophily with their instructor? 
RQ5: Does an instructor’s level of disclosure of mental illness in a class syllabus alter 
students’ perceptions of social attraction to their instructor? 
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CHAPTER II:  METHODS 
Participants 
 Students from a large Midwestern university served as participants in the study after 
giving Institutional Review Board-approved consent. Participants had to include at least 44 
college-aged students per group in order to uphold a power level of 0.80 to detect an effect of 
medium size at p = 0.05 (Keppel, 1991). There were 148 participants over the age of 18 in total 
that participated in this study. Individuals from a pool of participatory volunteers were used as a 
convenience sample. Of these participants, 75.5% identified as women, 23.1% identified as men, 
and 1.4% identified as genderqueer/nonbinary. Respondents between the ages of 18 and 23 made 
up 55.9% of the study’s responses, while 5.1% was made up of those aged 24-28, 2.5% was 
made up of those aged 31-39, and the rest of the participants were between 41 and 59 years old. 
Additionally, 75.4% of participants were Caucasian/Non-Hispanic, 9.5% were Hispanic, 6.8% 
were African American, and 4.1% were Asian/Pacific Islander. Furthermore, 66.0% of 
participants reported to not have a diagnosed mental illness, while 34.0% of respondents said 
they did;  56.5% of respondents also reported that they had used a counseling service/therapy in 
the past, and the majority of them (73.5%) reported their mental health at a 6 or higher on a scale 
of 1 (Poor) to 10 (Great) at the time they took the survey. Moreover, 74.8% of them reported to 
have a family member or friend with a diagnosed mental illness. 
Materials 
Scholars agree that conducting studies with hypothetical, scenario-based research has 
numerous benefits and is a useful strategy when it comes to various research studies (Fahey & 
Randell, 1998; Mietzner & Reger, 2005; Ramirez, Mukherjee, Vezzoli, & Kramer, 2015). 
Therefore, this study utilized hypothetical scenarios with varying degrees of a teacher disclosing 
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their mental illness embedded within a syllabus’ course policies. With the evident weight the 
syllabus carries, especially in establishing initial impressions for teachers and their classes, 
teacher self-disclosure through this medium is an appropriate angle through which to approach 
this study. The syllabus content can also be indicative of how the instructor establishes the 
climate of mental health and illness disclosure in other parts of the course. Participants were 
randomly assigned to one of three blind groups (no disclosure, partial disclosure, and full 
disclosure; see Appendices A-C for stimuli), in which they read a stimulus syllabus and then 
responded to a series of scaled items, which are detailed in the study’s Measures. 
For consistency’s sake, a standardized syllabus template for an entry-level 
communication course was used as a base for the stimuli, as it has had excessive exposure in a 
number of classrooms already. In order to ensure that the stimuli scenarios used were distinct 
enough from each other, a precautionary manipulation check was conducted prior to participants 
receiving any study materials. In this manipulation check, three independent variables (no 
disclosure, partial disclosure, and full disclosure) were tested to verify that participants would 
regard said variables as this researcher intended (see Appendices D-F). Participants were asked 
to read a short excerpt of an instructor’s syllabus and then indicate how much the instructor had 
disclosed about their mental health in said passage from the three given choices. The 
manipulation check ultimately showed that respondents did not see a distinct-enough difference 
among the three stimuli. To remedy this, it was decided that the “Mental Health Resources” 
section be completely removed from the null stimulus in order to help avoid confusion for future 
participants; additional language was added to the full disclosure stimulus to help differentiate 
between the partial and full disclosure stimuli, as well.  
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Measures 
A survey containing demographic items (see Appendix G) and measures concerning 
mental illness perceptions, classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social 
attraction was distributed to participants via a Qualtrics survey. As “researchers generally agree 
that a coefficient alpha of .70 or greater is sufficient for establishing the internal reliability of a 
measuring instrument,” all of the scales used in this study have sufficient internal reliabilities 
(Keyton, 2011, pp. 112). Rationale for specific scale usage and reliability procedures are detailed 
in the rest of this section. Items within individual scales that were reverse-coded prior to the 
data’s analysis are marked with asterisks in Appendices H-N. 
To investigate how students’ perceptions of mental illness were impacted by this type of 
disclosure, an 11-item, 10-point Likert scale analyzing facets of self-disclosure and mental 
illness was created for this study to gauge how much participants agreed or disagreed with 
certain statements on a scale from 1 to 10 (see Appendix H). This scale used various statements 
that largely focused on the stigmatization of mental illness and subsequent perceptions. For 
example, some statements from this scale included, “Teachers should be able to discuss mental 
illness issues in the classroom,”  “I appreciated learning about this instructor and their relation to 
mental illness,” and “Seeing the disclosure of a mental illness in the syllabus will be beneficial to 
my success in the classroom.” If participants indicate higher scores for the statements, then they 
would agree with said statements and, thus, would have a positive perception of mental illnesses 
and related topics; lower scores would show that participants have negative perceptions of 
mental illness and mental health. As the statements used terminology relating to opinions of 
mental illness and mental health in the classroom setting, this scale’s face validity was high. The 
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alpha reliability of this scale was also found to be .84, indicating this to be a relatively reliable 
scale. 
To measure classroom climate, an amalgamation of multiple scales was compiled. The 
first measurement of classroom climate, specifically targeting the teacher-student relationship 
through interactions, was adapted from López et al. (2018). Using an 8-item, 5-point, Likert-type 
scale, this scale’s original Cronbach’s alpha reliability was .79, showing “adequate internal 
consistency” (López et al., 2018, p. 415). Statements regarding how participants would feel in 
the hypothetical classroom setting were given (e.g., “I would feel good and comfortable in this 
class,” and “In this class, students could help deciding good climate and discipline rules for the 
classroom.”). Then, participants indicated what their level of agreement was with each statement, 
ranging from 1 (I completely agree) to 5 (I completely disagree) (see Appendix I). Higher scores 
from participants indicate notions of agreement and positivity toward the classroom’s general 
environment, and the opposite can be said for those with lower scores. The alpha reliability for 
the scale in this particular study was .81. 
Additionally, Gokcora’s (1989) investigation into the atmosphere of a classroom’s 
climate was influential on the development of this study’s classroom climate scale. Gokcora 
investigated multiple facets of classroom climate, specifically looking at international teaching 
assistants’ classroom-related communication strategies, as well as culturally related perceptions 
of teachers and their teaching. In her original study, she analyzed the classroom climate’s 
atmosphere with a 15-item, 4-point semantic differential scale to assess English undergraduates’ 
opinions on the subject. Participants in this study were given a revised, 8-item questionnaire 
using a more widely ranged, 7-point semantic differential scale than the original to investigate 
the atmosphere within a classroom’s climate (see Appendix J). Similar to previous scales, higher 
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scores from participants are indicative of agreement and positivity toward the classroom’s 
overall atmosphere, and the opposite is true for those with lower scores. Questions concerning 
students’ comfort levels, classroom treatment, and more are included. While no alpha reliabilities 
or factor analyses were reported in the original study, the alpha reliability for this revised portion 
within classroom climate testing was .91.  
Teacher credibility was measured using revised statements influenced by McCroskey and 
Teven’s (1999) 18-item, 7-point semantic differential scale researching specific components that 
make up a person’s credibility (i.e., competence, caring/goodwill, trustworthiness). Alpha 
reliabilities for these measures typically ranged between .80 and .94. For this study, 18 
statements regarding participants’ opinions about a hypothetical teacher’s credibility were posed, 
followed by a 7-point semantic differential scale of answers to choose from (see Appendix K). 
The statements posed have participants indicate whether this hypothetical teacher was considered 
intelligent or unintelligent, moral or immoral, and more. Participants with higher scores view 
these instructors as more credible than those with lower scores. When totaled for this study, the 
alpha reliability for teacher credibility was .95.  
Next, to analyze homophily, two Likert-type scales derived from McCroskey, L., 
McCroskey, and Richmond’s (2006) work were used. Background homophily and attitude 
homophily are specifically analyzed with these scales, seeking out any correlations between 
participants’ backgrounds and attitudes with a hypothetical instructor. Background homophily’s 
alpha reliability for McCroskey et al.’s study was between .81 and .84, and the reliability for 
their attitude homophily test was between .92 and .95. Just as they did for former parts of this 
study, participants were given one set of statements to respond to for both of these subsections 
[12 statements regarding background homophily (see Appendix L) and 15 statements regarding 
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attitude homophily (see Appendix M)]; they then indicated where their answers fell on a 5-point 
Likert scale, ranging from 1 (I completely disagree) to 5 (I completely agree). Examples of the 
statements about background homophily include, “This teacher’s background is similar to mine,” 
and “This teacher is from a social class similar to mine.” Additionally, some examples of 
statements from the attitude homophily scale include, “This teacher thinks like me,” “This 
person shares my values,” and “This teacher is similar to me.” Participants with higher scores 
would have feelings of similarity with this teacher’s background and this teacher’s attitudes, and 
those with lower scores would feel dissimilarly. Once adjusted for this study, the scale for 
background homophily had an alpha reliability of .84 and attitude homophily was at .90. 
Finally, social attraction was analyzed also using McCroskey et al. (2006). Similar to 
how aforementioned scales were approached, a 12-item, 5-point Likert scale was used to 
research social attraction with an original alpha reliability between .91 and .94. In this study, 
participants were given a set of 12 statements to respond to by designating where their answers 
fell on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (I completely disagree) to 5 (I completely agree) 
(see Appendix N). Some examples of statements that participants would respond to include, “I 
think this teacher could be a friend of mine,” “I would like to have a friendly chat with this 
teacher,” and “This teacher would be pleasant to be with.” Higher scores from participants would 
indicate stronger feelings of social attraction toward the teacher, and the opposite would be true 
for respondents with lower scores. Once adapted for this study, this scale’s reliability was .90. 
Procedures 
Institutional Review Board approval was sought and obtained. Subsequently, volunteers 
were recruited with a variety of methods, including postings on various online platforms (e.g., 
Facebook, Twitter, Qualtrics). After reading and agreeing to the informed consent form, 
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participants randomly were assigned to read one of the three possible syllabi. Each of the syllabi 
emphasized different levels with a hypothetical instructor’s self-disclosure of their mental health 
and mental illness-related issues (e.g., no disclosure, partial disclosure, and full disclosure). After 
reading their respective stimuli, participants answered questionnaires utilizing the previously 
mentioned measures.  
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CHAPTER III:  RESULTS 
To address the research questions, the independent variable for this study was an 
instructor’s level of self-disclosure of a mental illness, using three levels of disclosure (no 
disclosure, partial disclosure, and full disclosure). The dependent variables analyzed were 
perceptions of mental illness, classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social 
attraction. Due to the high correlation among dependent variables, an omnibus MANOVA was 
conducted.   
As Box’s M Test was non-significant, Wilks’ Lambda was chosen as the test statistic for 
this study. Wilks’ Lambda signified that the level of disclosure, regardless of the type, did not 
have any main, significant effect on many of the dependent variables analyzed, F(14, 278) = 
1.53, p = .101. Despite the lack of overall effects, there was a statistically significant difference 
on mental illness perceptions, F(2, 145) = 5.69, p = 0.004, partial η2 = 0.07, with those in the 
partial disclosure condition (M = 73.65, SD = 17.76) scoring higher than those in the “Full 
Disclosure” condition (M = 63.31, SD = 13.69) and the “No Disclosure” condition (M = 70.46, 
SD = 15.73). In short, this means that participants who experienced the syllabus with a partial 
amount of mental illness-related disclosure from the teacher reported greater acceptance toward 
mental illness than those who read both the syllabus with a greater amount of disclosure (i.e., the 
Full Disclosure stimulus) and the syllabus with no disclosure (i.e., the null stimulus). See Table 1 
for descriptive statistics table.  
In order to investigate whether there were correlations among the study’s dependent 
variables, a Pearson’s correlation was run on the dependent variables. However, it is important to 
note that these correlations do not hold much practical relevance within the context of this study, 
being that none of them have very high correlations or have very dependable relationships, per 
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this study’s standards. These standards and interpretations of Pearson’s correlation coefficients 
were based off of Keyton’s (2011) outlined approach. A positive, albeit low and small, 
correlation was found between Mental Illness Perceptions and Background Homophily, r(159) = 
.24, p < .01, Mental Illness Perceptions and Classroom Climate (Teacher-Student Interactions), 
r(159) = .31, p < .01, as well as Mental Illness Perceptions and Social Attractions, r(159) = .36, p 
< .01. Additionally, moderate, positive correlations were found to exist among numerous 
dependent variables. Mental Illness Perceptions had these substantial, positive correlations with 
Classroom Climate (Atmosphere), r(159) = .47, p < .01, Teacher Credibility, r(159) = .49, p < 
.01, and Attitude Homophily, r(159) = .42, p < .01. Classroom Climate (Teacher-Student) also 
had moderate, positive correlations with Classroom Climate (Atmosphere), r(159) = .66, p < .01, 
Teacher Credibility, r(159) = .57, p < .01, Background Homophily, r(159) = .40, p < .01, 
Attitude Homophily, r(159) = .51, p < .01, and Social Attraction, r(159) = .53, p < .01. 
Classroom Climate (Atmosphere) also had these same trends in its correlations with Background 
Homophily, r(159) = .46, p < .01, and Attitude Homophily, r(159) = .62, p < .01, as did Attitude 
Homophily with Social Attraction, r(159) = .63, p < .01. Teacher Credibility had moderate, 
positive correlations with Background Homophily, r(159) = .41, p < .01, Attitude Homophily, 
r(159) = .59, p < .01, and Social Attraction, r(159) = .67, p < .01, too. Lastly, instances of high 
correlations occurred among some of the scales, as well. Classroom Climate (Atmosphere) had a 
high, positive correlation with both Teacher Credibility, r(159) = .89, p < .01, and Social 
Attraction, r(159) = .72, p < .01. Additionally, Background Homophily also had a high positive 
correlation with Attitude Homophily, r(159) = .71, p < .01, and Social Attraction, r(159) = .77, p 
< .01. See Table 2 for full list of bivariate correlations. 
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CHAPTER IV:  DISCUSSION 
Summary of Findings 
This study aimed to investigate the impact of an instructor’s depth of mental illness-
related disclosure could have on student perceptions of mental illness perceptions, classroom 
climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social attraction. According to the results of this 
study, collegiate teachers can disclose their mental illness to students through their syllabus 
without significant repercussions. This notion is exemplified by the single statistically significant 
difference found in the data regarding mental illness perceptions. Of the three randomly assigned 
stimuli, participants who engaged with the syllabus that only partially disclosed a mental illness 
indicated the highest level of support and agreement with progressive statements regarding 
mental health and mental illness when compared to participants in the other stimuli. When 
looking at the results holistically, it makes logical sense for the stimulus with only a partial 
amount of disclosure to be the most effective in instating positive perceptions of mental illness, 
as it stands to be the most well-balanced of the three in terms of its level of disclosure (i.e., Not 
too much disclosure, but also not too little.). Perhaps this form of self-disclosure was an effective 
way for students to get to personally know the instructor, as Martin, Myers, and Mottet (1999) 
argued. It is also possible that the Partial Disclosure syllabus effectively utilized concepts from 
Petronio’s (2002) theory of CPM, especially since CPM’s primary goal is to explain how and 
why people disclose or privatize information, by finding the appropriate balance between 
benefits and risks. This balance could be rationalized in tandem with other aforementioned 
sources, as well, including Cayanus and Martin (2008), Lannutti and Strauman (2006), and 
Schrodt (2013); all three of these studies partially credited intentionality and relevancy within 
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teacher self-disclosures as rationale for its positive impact on students. It is probable that this 
study’s results could also be due to its contextual situation. 
Additionally, those who read the syllabus with the full-disclosure condition were the least 
supportive of these statements when compared to those in both the partial-disclosure condition 
and the no-disclosure condition. While the stimulus without any mental illness-related disclosure 
would obviously not rank highly with perceptions of mental illness, it is interesting that the 
stimulus with the heaviest form of disclosure garnered the lowest scores for Mental Illness 
Perceptions. This indicates that those who experienced more detailed, heavier versions of this 
disclosure viewed mental illness less highly than other participants. It is likely that those who 
viewed the Full Disclosure stimulus felt that they experienced a little too much disclosure from 
this instructor or that this disclosure was not as timely or as contextually relevant as it could have 
been. As Sidelinger et al. (2015) indicated, excessive disclosure tends to make students less 
satisfied with their instructors’ communication, and this study appears to be no exception. 
Although this disclosure is seemingly acceptable and uninfluential in multiple 
pedagogical realms, instructors should still be mindful of their level of mental illness-related 
disclosure, as too much can lessen the impact of destigmatization efforts in the classroom. 
Ultimately, and to answer the first research question, these results indicate that there is a need to 
have this type of disclosure in the classroom, as it significantly affected the way participants 
viewed mental illness and directly helped to lessen its stigma. 
To address research questions two through five, the results of this study also revealed that 
there were no significant main effects with an instructor’s mental illness disclosure and their 
classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, or social attraction. Ideally, one could hope to 
see significant results with any of the dependent variables, as this significance would have 
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established an instance, or instances, of mental illness-related disclosure from teachers directly 
heightening their abilities in the classroom. However, this lack of significance is likely due to the 
deeply engrained stigmas that have been embedded throughout society for decades. Interestingly, 
Wood et al. (2014) makes the argument that “students who show indifference or discomfort may 
harbor stigma about people dealing with mental health problems,” especially since their study’s 
results indicated that students still held at least some uninformed beliefs and stigmas against 
mental illness (p. 90). This notion offers a completely different perspective regarding these 
results, as it suggests that the statistically insignificant results indicating participants’ 
indifference toward classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social attraction 
should actually be considered bad results. But, if anything, it should reify the notion that 
indifference cannot be sufficient when it comes to mental health and mental illness awareness 
and advocacy. Wood et al. (2014) added that “student discomfort and irrational beliefs about 
mental health self-disclosers can highlight an opportunity to re-educate students about myths 
they have learned regarding mental health problems” (p. 90), which, at the very least, re-affirms 
the hopes and goals of this current study. Despite the numerous efforts that have been underway 
in both research capacities and practical contexts, these results do, however, still suggest that 
some of the world may be accepting of mental illness discourse and disclosure, but some may 
not be as openly inviting as one would hope.  
Yet, these results do suggest that, should an instructor choose to disclose their mental 
illness via their syllabus, their classroom climate, teacher credibility, homophily, and social 
attraction would not be significantly affected. There is meaning in these technically insignificant 
results, given that there are no negative repercussions with any of the dependent variables from 
either type of disclosure. Moreover, these results should give solace to those instructors who are 
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reluctant about disclosing something as personal as a mental illness, since, contextually, this 
disclosure does not negatively impact students’ perceptions of them as a teacher. Perhaps those 
who have hidden their mental illness in the past will feel comfortable enough, and encouraged, to 
at least consider disclosing to their students via their syllabus in light of these results. 
Implications 
Practical Implications 
Although some of these results are inconsistent with earlier research in similar contexts, 
this study provides useful updates and additional data to analyze in tandem with this pre-existing 
information. For example, since Myers et al. (2009) found that self-disclosure was productively 
and effectively used when information was relevant to the students and the course, it is possible 
that these results may be the product of the medium used for participants’ stimuli. Likewise, 
Wood et al. (2014) argues, “if the disclosure is germane to the topics being discussed it has the 
potential for deepening respect, empathy, and understanding” (p. 90). Since the disclosure 
occurred within the “Mental Health Resources” section of the hypothetical syllabus, students 
likely viewed the disclosure as relevant within the context. The syllabus is also an ideal outlet 
through which to disclose this type of information, as aforementioned, and was likely influential 
on the findings of this study. Instructors should bear in mind the medium and context with which 
they disclose in light of these findings, as results may differ in varied situations of disclosure.  
Additionally, future instructors should consider implementing this form of disclosure in 
their own classrooms for the benefit of their students. Wood et al. (2014) points out that hearing 
“self-disclosures of mental health concerns appears to have certain educational benefits” in the 
classroom, as students are able to integrate classroom content with real-world experiences via 
listening to the self-disclosures” (p. 90). College instructors’ mental illness disclosures could also 
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inspire opportunities for disclosure, resources, accommodations, and other positive outcomes for 
students, too. Already, a number of studies have discovered numerous benefits to providing 
healthy and productive classroom environments for the sake of students’ mental health (Brown, 
S. L., 2002; Corrigan et al., 2016; Hartel, Nguyen, & Guzik, 2017; Meluch & Starcher, 2020; 
Miller, C. J., Borsatto, & Al-Salom, 2019; Renuka Uthappa, 2018; Smith & Applegate, 2018; 
White, M. A., Whittaker, Gores, & Allswede, 2019; White, R., 2007). For example, Corrigan et 
al. (2016) found that college students who wanted to disclose their mental illness, in turn, wanted 
to join a program that aided them in making this disclosure. If college students’ instructors take 
the first step with their own disclosure, this could provide students the safe environment, or 
program, that helps them feel more at ease to disclose with their peers, instructors, or both. 
Moreover, Kranke et al. (2013) established “that students make the decision to disclose to 
request accommodations” based on the “fear that their disability will greatly limit functioning 
critical to academic achievement,” “the stability of their non-apparent disability,” and the impact 
of students’ self-stigma (p. 35). Potentially, teachers’ mental illness disclosures could mitigate 
these fears and self-stigma, while simultaneously decreasing mental illness stigmatizations and 
creating another reason for students to feel comfortable in the classroom, especially concerning 
their mental health state. 
Theoretical Implications 
Finally, these results also inform CPM theory, particularly discussions regarding role 
risks. As these results are encouraging to teachers wanting to disclose their mental health 
experiences to students, Petronio’s (2002) concept of a role risk is thus complicated. In CPM, 
Petronio originally claimed that certain private disclosures might be considered a risk to certain 
individuals’ roles in society, particularly teachers, as these disclosures can purportedly 
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jeopardize one’s reputation. However, this study’s results are indicative of a shift in this mindset, 
as the findings revealed no major risks to the hypothetical teacher’s partial disclosure via the 
syllabus. While Petronio’s notion of role risks in the realm of CPM still holds up with the results 
from the full disclosure group, her theory does not comply with the results from the partial 
disclosure group, wherein a private disclosure had no impact, positively or negatively, on the 
hypothetical teacher’s role in the classroom. Yet, as Axiom #7 of CPM clarified, these types of 
collective privacy boundaries are regulated by various relational factors. It appears the student-
teacher relationship has evolved, as has CPM once again. While Petronio (2013) did provide an 
update to CPM’s theoretical framework, given recent advancements in teacher-student 
relationship understandings and innumerous instances of research in similar fields, it seems that 
CPM is still in need of more improvements, especially in the realm of teacher-student 
relationships. 
Furthermore, this study also intersects with some of the recent research regarding 
instructors’ self-disclosure. Meluch et al.’s (2019) research indicated that teachers who had 
disclosed their communication apprehension were seen by their students as more competent, and 
Meluch and Starcher’s (2020) study showed that students viewed instructors who disclosed their 
depression as more relatable and understanding. In similar fashion, this study further validates 
the positive impacts that can occur when instructors’ mental illnesses are disclosed in the 
classroom. However, Meluch and Starcher’s (2020) study also reported that this specific 
disclosure lessened their credibility as a teacher, which was not the case with this study. As this 
is still a newer field of research, developments are likely to continue unfolding. Ideally, these 
developments will eventually be able to identify and remedy the gaps that separate this study’s 
findings from others mentioned.  
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Limitations 
Limits to the Medium 
However, this disclosure, specifically via the syllabus, could be seen as a limitation of 
this particular study, especially since utilizing this medium excluded various in-person factors 
that are influential in a classroom environment. Although, Wood et al. (2014) makes the 
argument that “certain students may feel uncomfortable when hearing mental health disclosures 
regardless of the context in which it is shared” (p. 90). This could potentially justify another 
limitation of this study being its focus on the medium (i.e., the syllabus). With this in mind 
though, one could also argue that the data are not a result of the syllabus, but, rather, are a direct 
result of the participants’ opinions about mental health and mental illness. This method was also 
limiting since these results are only indicative of a student’s initial impression of their instructor, 
possibly before even meeting them in-person; this study could not account for how students’ 
perceptions of a teacher’s mental illness disclosure might alter over the course of a semester, thus 
affecting its longitudinal validity. 
Limits to the Demographics 
In addition, there are obvious limitations to this study’s findings in terms of its 
participants’ demographics. The aforementioned participant data indicated that the majority of 
responses were heavily skewed white. This study’s results largely do not take into account non-
white experiences with the classroom, mental illness, disclosure, or the overlap among them. 
Because of the lack of diversity in the participants, responses did not reflect the greater hardships 
that non-white individuals often experience in similar contexts. Relatedly, participants of 
nonwestern nationalities were not largely represented in this study’s participants, and, thus, 
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neither were their opinions in the results. Therefore, this study’s results are very Westernized and 
limited in their international scope.  
Likewise, this study did not investigate gender or age differences, neither with its 
participants nor with its investigation of teachers. It is also possible that the results were skewed 
based on the self-identified genders of the participants, seeing that the majority of them 
identified as women. Addedly, this study did not utilize separate stimuli based on the disclosing 
teachers’ genders, and, therefore, did not account for the effect this could have on the results. It 
also is possible that a portion of the results were skewed due to some of the participants’ ages. 
Only a little more than half of this study’s participants noted that they were aged 18-23, which is 
oftentimes the prime age for individuals to be enrolled in college classes; although, it is 
important to note that one can attend college at any time in their life, as education should not be 
dictated by agism. But, while at least half of participants were in the typical age group for 
college students that this study was hoping to target, the rest of the study was representative of 
answers from a wide age-range, thus impacting this study’s ecological validity. This difference 
in age was likely limiting in some capacity for the study’s analysis. Furthermore, this study did 
not investigate how this type of teacher self-disclosure might be perceived differently in different 
classrooms/departments (e.g., business-specific, psychology-specific, mathematics-specific), as 
this study primarily focused on studying generalized communication courses.  
The state of participants’ mental health could have also played a factor in skewing the 
results one way or another, thus, adding to the study’s limitations. Seeing that the majority of 
participants indicated that they did not have a diagnosed mental illness and/or that their mental 
health was relatively good at the time of the survey, the results of this study are seemingly 
representative of those who have not directly experienced certain mental illness-related issues. It 
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is possible that the study’s results might have come out differently had more individuals living 
with a mental illness participated in the study. Although, the fact that 74.8% of participants 
reported that they have a family member or friend with a diagnosed mental illness hints that the 
participants in this study had a basic understanding of and compassion toward those living with a 
mental illness.  
Limits to the Materials 
In order to verify if the interactions among the study’s three, independent variables 
were significant after the initial manipulation check, a post-hoc, Tukey HSD test was 
conducted on the main study with participants’ answers to their individually assigned stimuli 
(see Appendix O). There was no statistically significant difference found among the null, partial, 
and full, despite the precautions taken prior to distributing materials to participants. Considering 
the concern of this, a follow-up, independent samples t-test was run to determine whether or not 
there was at least a significant difference between the partial and the full disclosure stimuli. 
Interestingly, a statistically significant difference was found when solely comparing the partial 
and full disclosure conditions. In order to ensure that this study’s data was calculated to the best 
extent, an additional independent samples t-test was conducted to see if it would be better to 
analyze the data using only two stimuli groups, with the null group left as is and the partial and 
full disclosure conditions’ results combined to represent a single, independent variable of general 
disclosure. While the results of this t-test were found to be statistically significant, calculating the 
data this way would have skewed the results and analysis, as the number of participants in this 
new, combined group would have doubled and created an unbalanced data set for the analysis. In 
light of this, this researcher deemed it appropriate to move forward with the results analyzed as 
the three, separate groups of disclosure, as initially intended.  
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Directions for Future Research 
General, Variable-Based Directions 
Much research is still needed on innumerous facets of the topics this study explored, 
especially being that this study only begins to touch on some of the subject areas covered. While 
each variable from this study could be re-elaborated on and emphasized differently (e.g., 
syllabus-specific disclosure, disclosing a mental illness through different classroom mediums, 
different types of mental illness’ stigmatizations differ and their impacts, etc.), it is safe to say 
that more research is needed for all of the variable subsets and intersections covered in this 
study. Certain variables warrant further investigation, although. Of note, teacher immediacy, 
both verbal and nonverbal, student motivation, and affective learning are all often discussed in 
tandem with many of the variables analyzed in this study (e.g., Hill, Ah Yun, & Lindsey, 2008; 
Miller, A. N. et al., 2014; Pogue & Ahyun, 2006, and innumerous others). Future scholars should 
seek to interrogate different variables’ impacts, as well as the current study’s variables, on 
teacher self-disclosure to view a more holistic picture of this type of classroom-specific 
disclosure. Moreover, further research that looks at syllabus-disclosure of mental illness, and 
other classroom-related methods of disclosure, could be beneficial to the field, as well.  
Demographic-Focused Directions 
Additional research could also be conducted to investigate perceptional differences with 
this type of disclosure at other grade levels and age groups, as well. Few studies have delved into 
similar research exploring how this type of disclosure is impacted with students in different 
grades. For instance, the aforementioned Kauffman (2011) investigated similar disclosures of 
teachers specifically in the middle school setting, finding that “most of the middle school 
teachers viewed revealing personal information as a great way to build relationships, [and] all 
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agreed that it is the best way to make the content tangible for the students” (p. 67). Similarly, 
investigations on this topic with emphases on other intersectional demographics (e.g., race, 
gender, class, etc.) that both teachers and future students will have are greatly needed. 
Considering that mental illness affects everyone differently, and that non-white individuals must 
deal with the added, oppressive nature of the world on top of their mental health and possibly a 
mental illness, future research must accommodate to and recognize this privilege in order to 
unpack more non-white experiences in similar contexts, as well as those in non-Western 
contexts. 
Replication of Study 
 There are multiple areas of this study that are in need of improvement, as indicated in the 
study’s Limitations. An ideal place for one to start with a replication of this study would be to 
work more closely with the phrasing and grouping of the stimuli, as this study’s stimuli did cause 
some problems along the way. As earlier implied, it might be worth looking into using only a 
null stimulus and a single stimulus with one level of disclosure in this same context. Just as this 
study did, future scholars looking into this research should ensure that they use multiple 
manipulation checks throughout their process, as it has clearly highlighted multiple limitations of 
this study that otherwise may have been overlooked. It is also likely that different scales 
regarding this study’s variables would amount to different results, as well. In general, the Mental 
Illness Perceptions scale seemingly had much lower correlations with other scales than the all of 
the study’s other scales had amongst each other. Perhaps an investigation into current 
correlations among this study’s scales could lead to further findings, as well. Future research 
with similar tests should aim to use both the same and different scales for their measurements. 
The former would allow researchers to compare their results more directly to this study’s results, 
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and the latter would create a wider range of possibilities for the data’s interpretation, as it could 
potentially complicate certain variables’ definitions and create more discourse on the subject. 
 Another limitation stressed the possibility that the results might be indicative of the 
timing in which the disclosure was delivered (i.e., at the very start of the semester). It is possible 
that there may have been more statistically significant results had they been tested later in the 
hypothetical semester (i.e., disclosure not in the syllabus), as this would have allowed the 
participants and the teacher time to establish a bond and expectations in some capacity prior to 
the disclosure. Future research can attempt to comment on this possibility, perhaps by 
intentionally incorporating this form of disclosure at different points in the semester or by 
conducting a pre-test and a post-test to see if there is a tangible shift in participants’ perspectives 
specifically from reading this disclosure in the syllabus. The latter suggestion would potentially 
implicate a greater timeframe and workload with participants, as they would have to commit to 
fully participating in the study multiple times.  
 Future scholars should also consider further investigating specific, statistical differences 
among participants’ reported demographics. This study gathered general percentages to look for 
any face-value distinctions, but replications of this study should seek to perform more formal 
tests to find what, if any, significant trends occur with one demographic over another. For 
example, as 74.8% of this study’s participants indicated they had a family member or friend with 
a diagnosed mental illness, future research should investigate whether or not this information 
plays a significant factor in this type of research. Future scholars could also look into finding 
correlations or differences, if there are any, in the responses to this study between participants 
who have a diagnosed mental illness and those who do not. 
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Conclusion 
 In sum, this study investigated an instructor’s level of mental illness disclosure in a 
syllabus and the impact it could have on student perceptions of mental illness, classroom climate, 
teacher credibility, homophily, and social attraction. As there has been scant research in many of 
the covered fields, particularly with teachers living with a mental illness, the current study 
attempted to address this lack in communicative mental health-related research. But, future 
research in this field is still highly recommended, as this analysis only begins to scratch the 
surface of this momentous topic. 
 Discussing mental health is essential to achieve authentic and productive student-teacher 
communication. The results of this study indicated that, despite the many stigmatizations that 
mentally ill individuals must endure, partial mental illness-related disclosures from instructors 
within their syllabi could help to reduce stigmatizations against mental illness. While mental 
health advocacy will never be completely finished, these results can at the very least provide 
hope for fellow teachers living with a mental illness that they are not alone. Change is possible, 
and this type of brave and vulnerable disclosure from willing teachers is only the first step to 
creating a world where the mentally ill can finally live stigma-free. 
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APPENDIX A: “NO DISCLOSURE SYLLABUS” STIMULUS (NULL STIMULUS) 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sample from a COM 110 instructor's syllabus. After reading, 
you will be prompted to answer questions regarding said syllabus. 
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Instructor: Jordan Wright   Office Hours:  M/W/F 1-2 PM  
Office:  Fell 427   Phone:  123-456-7890   
Email:  jwright123@ilstu.edu  Section:   012 
Classroom: Fell 158   Meeting time:  M/W/F 10:00 AM  
________________________________________________________________________ 
TEXTS: 
Simonds, C. J., Hunt, S. K., & Simonds, B. K. (2018). Engaging communication. 
Southlake, TX:  Fountainhead Press.   
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) COURSE GOALS:  
Communication as Critical Inquiry (COM 110) seeks to improve students’ abilities to 
express themselves and to listen to others in a variety of communication settings. The course 
emphasizes participation in a variety of communication processes to develop, reinforce, and 
evaluate communication skills appropriate for public, small group, and interpersonal settings. In 
short, the course is designed to make students competent, ethical, critical, confident, and 
information literate communicators. 
COURSE POLICIES: 
Cheating/Plagiarism. Students are expected to be honest in all academic work, consistent 
with the academic integrity policy as outlined in the Code of Student Conduct. All work is to be 
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appropriately cited when it is borrowed, directly or indirectly, from another source. Unauthorized 
and unacknowledged collaboration on speech topics and/or the presentation of someone else’s 
work warrants plagiarism, as does self-plagiarism.  
Special Needs. Any student needing to arrange a reasonable accommodation for a 
documented disability and/or medical/mental health condition should contact Student Access and 
Accommodation Services at 350 Fell Hall, (309) 438-5853, or visit the website at 
StudentAccess.IllinoisState.edu. 
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APPENDIX B: “PARTIAL DISCLOSURE SYLLABUS” STIMULUS 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sample from a COM 110 instructor's syllabus. After reading, 
you will be prompted to answer questions regarding said syllabus.  
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Instructor: Jordan Wright   Office Hours:  M/W/F 1-2 PM  
Office:  Fell 427   Phone:  123-456-7890   
Email:  jwright123@ilstu.edu  Section:   012 
Classroom: Fell 158   Meeting time:  M/W/F 10:00 AM  
________________________________________________________________________ 
TEXTS: 
Simonds, C. J., Hunt, S. K., & Simonds, B. K. (2018). Engaging communication. 
Southlake, TX:  Fountainhead Press.   
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) COURSE GOALS: 
Communication as Critical Inquiry (COM 110) seeks to improve students’ abilities to 
express themselves and to listen to others in a variety of communication settings. The course 
emphasizes participation in a variety of communication processes to develop, reinforce, and 
evaluate communication skills appropriate for public, small group, and interpersonal settings. In 
short, the course is designed to make students competent, ethical, critical, confident, and 
information literate communicators. 
COURSE POLICIES: 
Cheating/Plagiarism. Students are expected to be honest in all academic work, consistent 
with the academic integrity policy as outlined in the Code of Student Conduct. All work is to be 
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appropriately cited when it is borrowed, directly or indirectly, from another source. Unauthorized 
and unacknowledged collaboration on speech topics and/or the presentation of someone else’s 
work warrants plagiarism, as does self-plagiarism.  
Special Needs. Any student needing to arrange a reasonable accommodation for a 
documented disability and/or medical/mental health condition should contact Student Access and 
Accommodation Services at 350 Fell Hall, (309) 438-5853, or visit the website at 
StudentAccess.IllinoisState.edu. 
Mental Health Resources. Life at college can get very complicated, for both students and 
teachers alike. According to recent research, nearly 40% of college students are at-risk for 
developing generalized anxiety disorder and are less likely to seek help for it compared to other 
mental health issues. Students and teachers sometimes feel overwhelmed, lost, experience 
depression, and struggle with relationship difficulties or diminished self-esteem. However, many 
of these issues can be effectively addressed with a little help. Student Counseling Services (SCS) 
helps students cope with difficult emotions and life stressors. Student Counseling Services is 
staffed by experienced, professional psychologists and counselors, who are attuned to the needs 
of college students. The services are FREE and completely confidential. Find out more at 
Counseling.IllinoisState.edu or by calling (309) 438-3655. 
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APPENDIX C: “FULL DISCLOSURE SYLLABUS” STIMULUS 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sample from a COM 110 instructor's syllabus. After reading, 
you will be prompted to answer questions regarding said syllabus.  
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Instructor: Jordan Wright   Office Hours:  M/W/F 1-2 PM  
Office:  Fell 427   Phone:  123-456-7890  
Email:  jwright123@ilstu.edu  Section:   012 
Classroom: Fell 158   Meeting time:  M/W/F 10:00 AM  
________________________________________________________________________ 
TEXTS: 
Simonds, C. J., Hunt, S. K., & Simonds, B. K. (2018). Engaging communication. 
Southlake, TX:  Fountainhead Press.   
COMMUNICATION AS CRITICAL INQUIRY (COM 110) COURSE GOALS: 
Communication as Critical Inquiry (COM 110) seeks to improve students’ abilities to 
express themselves and to listen to others in a variety of communication settings. The course 
emphasizes participation in a variety of communication processes to develop, reinforce, and 
evaluate communication skills appropriate for public, small group, and interpersonal settings. In 
short, the course is designed to make students competent, ethical, critical, confident, and 
information literate communicators. 
COURSE POLICIES: 
Cheating/Plagiarism. Students are expected to be honest in all academic work, consistent 
with the academic integrity policy as outlined in the Code of Student Conduct. All work is to be 
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appropriately cited when it is borrowed, directly or indirectly, from another source. Unauthorized 
and unacknowledged collaboration on speech topics and/or the presentation of someone else’s 
work warrants plagiarism, as does self-plagiarism.  
Special Needs. Any student needing to arrange a reasonable accommodation for a 
documented disability and/or medical/mental health condition should contact Student Access and 
Accommodation Services at 350 Fell Hall, (309) 438-5853, or visit the website at 
StudentAccess.IllinoisState.edu. 
Mental Health Resources. Life at college can get very complicated, for both students and 
teachers alike. According to recent research, nearly 40% of college students are at-risk for 
developing generalized anxiety disorder and are less likely to seek help for it compared to other 
mental health issues. We all sometimes feel overwhelmed, lost, experience depression, and 
struggle with relationship difficulties or diminished self-esteem. I, myself, have lived and coped 
with a generalized anxiety disorder and a moderate depressive disorder for almost a decade now 
and still can have my bad days. However, these issues oftentimes can be effectively addressed 
with a little help. One resource I have found particularly useful in the past is Student Counseling 
Services (SCS), which helps students cope with difficult emotions and life stressors. Student 
Counseling Services is staffed by experienced, professional psychologists and counselors, who 
are attuned to the needs of college students. I can attest to the strides this department takes to 
help everyone to the best of their abilities, as they were often a great help during my time as an 
undergraduate student. The services are FREE and completely confidential. Find out more at 
Counseling.IllinoisState.edu or by calling (309) 438-3655.  
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APPENDIX D: NO DISCLOSURE STIMULUS MANIPULATION CHECK FORM 
DIRECTIONS: Please do not write your name on this sheet of paper. Your responses should 
remain anonymous. Read the following passage from an instructor’s syllabus and answer the 
question at the end of the passage: 
“Mental Health Resources. Life at college can get very complicated. According to recent 
research, nearly 40% of college students are at-risk for developing generalized anxiety disorder 
and are less likely to seek help for it compared to other mental health issues. Students sometimes 
feel overwhelmed, lost, experience depression, and struggle with relationship difficulties or 
diminished self-esteem. However, many of these issues can be effectively addressed with a little 
help. Student Counseling Services (SCS) helps students cope with difficult emotions and life 
stressors. Student Counseling Services is staffed by experienced, professional psychologists and 
counselors, who are attuned to the needs of college students. The services are FREE and 
completely confidential. Find out more at Counseling.IllinoisState.edu or by calling (309) 438-
3655.” 
Within the previous passage, how much did this instructor disclose about their mental 
health? (Check one option.) 
   No Disclosure     Partial Disclosure      Full Disclosure 
Thank you for your assistance in this research project. Your participation is greatly 
appreciated! Please contact us if you would like to learn more about this project. 
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APPENDIX E: PARTIAL DISCLOSURE STIMULUS MANIPULATION CHECK FORM 
DIRECTIONS: Please do not write your name on this sheet of paper. Your responses should 
remain anonymous. Read the following passage from an instructor’s syllabus and answer the 
question at the end of the passage: 
“Mental Health Resources. Life at college can get very complicated, for both students 
and teachers alike. According to recent research, nearly 40% of college students are at-risk for 
developing generalized anxiety disorder and are less likely to seek help for it compared to other 
mental health issues. Students and teachers sometimes feel overwhelmed, lost, experience 
depression, and struggle with relationship difficulties or diminished self-esteem -- I myself have 
struggled in the past. However, many of these issues can be effectively addressed with a little 
help. Student Counseling Services (SCS) helps students cope with difficult emotions and life 
stressors. Student Counseling Services is staffed by experienced, professional psychologists and 
counselors, who are attuned to the needs of college students. The services are FREE to all at the 
university and completely confidential. Find out more at Counseling.IllinoisState.edu or by 
calling (309) 438-3655.” 
Within the previous passage, how much did this instructor disclose about their mental 
health? (Check one option.) 
   No Disclosure     Partial Disclosure      Full Disclosure 
Thank you for your assistance in this research project. Your participation is greatly 
appreciated! Please contact us if you would like to learn more about this project. 
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APPENDIX F: FULL DISCLOSURE STIMULUS MANIPULATION CHECK FORM 
DIRECTIONS: Please do not write your name on this sheet of paper. Your responses should 
remain anonymous. Read the following passage from an instructor’s syllabus and answer the 
question at the end of the passage: 
“Mental Health Resources. Life at college can get very complicated for students and 
faculty, myself included. According to recent research, nearly 40% of college students are at-risk 
for developing generalized anxiety disorder and are less likely to seek help for it compared to 
other mental health issues. We all sometimes feel overwhelmed, lost, experience depression, and 
struggle with relationship difficulties or diminished self-esteem. I, myself, have lived and coped 
with a generalized anxiety disorder and a moderate depressive disorder for almost a decade now 
and still can have my bad days. However, these issues oftentimes can be effectively addressed 
with a little help. Student Counseling Services (SCS) helps students cope with difficult emotions 
and life stressors. Student Counseling Services is staffed by experienced, professional 
psychologists and counselors, who are attuned to the needs of college students. I can attest to the 
strides this department takes to help everyone to the best of their abilities, as they were often a 
great help during my time as an undergraduate student. The services are FREE to all at the 
university and completely confidential. Find out more at Counseling.IllinoisState.edu or by 
calling (309) 438-3655.” 
Within the previous passage, how much did this instructor disclose about their mental 
health? (Check one option.) 
   No Disclosure     Partial Disclosure      Full Disclosure 
Thank you for your assistance in this research project. Your participation is greatly 
appreciated! Please contact us if you would like to learn more about this project.  
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APPENDIX G: DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: Finally, we would like to get some information about you. Your answers to these 
questions will help us better understand the opinions you express in other sections of this 
questionnaire. Please answer the following questions about yourself. 
1. What is your age?  _____ 
2. What is your gender?  
_____ Man _____ Woman        _____ Genderqueer/Nonbinary  _____ Other 
3. What is your ethnic background/race? 
_____ African American/Non-Hispanic 
_____ Caucasian/Non-Hispanic 
_____ Hispanic 
_____ Asian/Pacific Islander 
_____ American Indian/Alaskan Native 
_____ Other (Please specify: _____________________________)  
4. What is your major? ___________________ 
5. What is your year in school? 
_____ Freshman _____ Sophomore      _____ Junior      
_____ Senior  _____ Other  
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APPENDIX H: MENTAL ILLNESS PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: Please indicate below the numerical response which best represents your 
perception regarding the instructor that created this syllabus. There are no right or wrong 
answers. 
1. I wish I had not learned about mental illness from this instructor.** 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
2. I wish the instructor had disclosed more about their mental illness. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
3. This instructor disclosed too much about their mental illness.** 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
4. Teachers should be able to discuss mental illness issues in the classroom. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
5. I wish this disclosure had occurred in-person, rather than in the syllabus.** 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
6. I appreciated learning about this instructor and their relation to mental illness. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
7. The stigmatization of mental health and mental illnesses is not a pressing issue in 
classrooms currently.** 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
8. Mental illnesses and mental health should not be discussed in the classroom.** 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
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9. Seeing the disclosure of a mental illness in the syllabus will be beneficial to my 
success in the classroom. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
10. Teachers should talk more openly about mental illness in the classroom. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
11. I think mental illnesses and mental health should be discussed positively in the 
classroom to reduce stigma. 
Strongly Disagree 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 Strongly Agree 
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APPENDIX I: CLASSROOM CLIMATE (TEACHER–STUDENT INTERACTIONS) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: How would you feel in this classroom? Please, indicate with an “X” which 
answer best reflects your answer for each phrase. Numbers correspond with the following 
answers: 1 = “I completely disagree,” 2 = “I disagree,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “I agree,” and 5 = “I 
completely agree.” 
1. In this class, it would be easy for the teacher to maintain students’ good behavior 
and order during lessons. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
2. In this class, students could help deciding good climate and discipline rules for the 
classroom. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
3. In this class, the teacher would make us follow the rules and obey their orders. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
4. In this class, when a student does not follow a rule, the teacher would take 
measures. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
5. We could give our opinion about how to organize the classroom (decoration, 
layout, seat display, etc.). 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
6. In this class, we would try to get organized to carry out activities we are interested 
in (raffles, trips, parties, etc.). 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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7. In this class, we would like to spend time together. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
8. I would feel good and comfortable in this class. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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APPENDIX J: CLASSROOM CLIMATE (ATMOSPHERE) QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: Please indicate below the numerical response which best represents your 
perception regarding the instructor that created this syllabus. There are no right or wrong 
answers. 
1. What would your comfort level be when talking to this teacher? 
Uncomfortable 1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Comfortable 
2. How would this teacher’s classroom atmosphere feel? 
Tense   1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Relaxed 
3. How would this teacher be in class discussion? 
Judgmental  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Open-Minded 
4. How would this teacher treat each student? 
Unequally  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Equally 
5. How would this teacher act toward students’ problems? 
Indifferent  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Sympathetic 
6. How would you feel before you gave your opinion in this class?** 
Encouraged  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Discouraged 
7. Would it be easy for you to guess what this teacher would do in class?** 
Predictable  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Unpredictable 
8. Do you think this teacher’s knowledge about the subject matter in class would be 
reliable?** 
Reliable  1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Unreliable 
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APPENDIX K: TEACHER CREDIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: On the scales below, indicate your feelings about the instructor that created this 
syllabus. Numbers 1 and 7 indicate a very strong feeling. Numbers 2 and 6 indicate a strong 
feeling. Numbers 3 and 5 indicate a fairly weak feeling. Number 4 indicates you are undecided. 
1. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Intelligent 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Unintelligent 
2. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Untrained 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Trained  
3. I would think that this teacher…** 
Cares about me 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Doesn't care about me 
4. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Honest  1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Dishonest 
5. I would think this teacher…** 
Has my interests at heart   1     2     3     4     5     6     7   Doesn't have my interests at heart 
6. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Untrustworthy 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Trustworthy  
7. I would consider this teacher to be a/an… 
Inexpert 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Expert  
8. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Self-centered 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Not self-centered  
9. I would think that this teacher is…** 
Concerned with me 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Not concerned with me 
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10. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Honorable 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Dishonorable 
11. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Informed 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Uninformed 
12. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Moral  1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Immoral 
13. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Incompetent 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Competent  
14. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Unethical 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Ethical  
15. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Insensitive 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Sensitive  
16. I would consider this teacher to be…** 
Bright  1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Stupid 
17. I would think that this teacher is being… 
Phony   1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Genuine  
18. I would consider this teacher to be… 
Not understanding 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Understanding  
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APPENDIX L: BACKGROUND HOMOPHILY QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: How would you feel in this classroom? Please, indicate with an “X” which 
answer best reflects your answer for each phrase about this teacher. Numbers correspond with 
the following answers: 1 = “I completely disagree,” 2 = “I disagree,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “I 
agree,” and 5 = “I completely agree.” 
1. This teacher is from a social class similar to mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
2. This teacher’s status is different from mine.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
3. This teacher is from an economic situation different from mine.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
4. This teacher’s background is similar to mine.  
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
5. This teacher’s status is like mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
6. This teacher is from a social class different from mine.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
7. This teacher is from an economic situation like mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
8. This teacher’s background is different from mine.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
9. This teacher and I come from a similar geographic region. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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10. This teacher’s life as a child was similar to mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
 11. This teacher would be unpleasant to be around.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
 12. This teacher would not be very friendly.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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APPENDIX M: ATTITUDE HOMOPHILY QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: How would you feel in this classroom? Please, indicate with an “X” which 
answer best reflects your answer for each phrase about this teacher. Numbers correspond with 
the following answers: 1 = “I completely disagree,” 2 = “I disagree,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “I 
agree,” and 5 = “I completely agree.” 
1. This teacher thinks like me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
2. This teacher doesn’t behave like me.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
3. This teacher is different from me.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
4. This person shares my values. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
5. This teacher is like me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
6. This teacher treats people like I do. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
7. This teacher doesn’t think like me.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
8. This teacher is similar to me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
9. This teacher doesn’t share my values. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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10. This teacher behaves like me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
11. This teacher is unlike me.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
12. This teacher doesn’t treat people like I do.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
13. This teacher has thoughts and ideas that are similar to mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
14. This teacher expresses attitudes different from mine.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
15. This teacher has a lot in common with me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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APPENDIX N: SOCIAL ATTRACTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: How would you feel in this classroom? Please, indicate with an “X” which 
answer best reflects your answer for each phrase about this teacher. Numbers correspond with 
the following answers: 1 = “I completely disagree,” 2 = “I disagree,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “I 
agree,” and 5 = “I completely agree.” 
1. I think this teacher could be a friend of mine. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
2. I would like to have a friendly chat with this teacher. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
3. It would be difficult to meet and talk with this teacher.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
4. We could never establish a personal friendship with each other.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
5. This teacher wouldn’t fit into my circle of friends.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
6. This teacher would be pleasant to be with. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
7. This teacher would be sociable with me. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
8. I would not like to spend time socializing with this teacher.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
9. I could become close friends with this teacher. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
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10. This teacher would be easy to get along with. 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
11. This teacher would be unpleasant to be around.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __ 5 
12. This teacher would not be very friendly.** 
__ 1  __ 2  __ 3  __ 4  __5 
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APPENDIX O: STIMULUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS: Please indicate below the numerical response which best represents your 
perception regarding the instructor that created this syllabus. There are no right or wrong 
answers. 
1. What was the level of disclosure of private information by this instructor? 
(No Disclosure)    1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10    (Full Disclosure) 
2. What was the level of disclosure of mental illness by this instructor? 
(No Disclosure)    1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10    (Full Disclosure) 
 
 
